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A real-valued function L on the tangent bundle of iR” gives rise to variational 
problems as follows: for two points x0,x, in IR” and a time interval [0, T] to 
determine a curve y: [0, T] + IR”, connecting x,, with x1, which minimizes 
I,‘L(y(t), y(t)) dt. We consider the associated Hamiltonian vectorfield on the 
cotangent bundle. If  L is not convex on each tibre then the corresponding 
Hamiltonian vectorfield is not continuous. For homogeneous L and n = 2 
restriction to an energy level gives an essentially three-dimensional vectortield. In 
this case we list the possible discontinuities for generic L. Then we observe that 
there exits an open class of such variational problems, which admit no minimizing 
solution. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
Variational problems, as they will be considered here, are obtained as 
follows: for a smooth real-valued function L on the tangent bundle TR” of 
R” and for two points x0, x1 in R” and a positive number T we look for a 
piecewise smooth curve y: [0, T] -+ R” with y(O) =x0, ~(7’) = xi which 
minimizes the integral 
in comparison with all other piecewise smooth curves connecting x0 with x, 
spending time T. 
In applications one often encounters variational problems in which the 
function L, which is called the Lagrangian, is a positive definite quadratic 
form on each fibre. In such cases, for every choice of x0, x, and T there 
exists a smooth minimizing solution y. In fact, existence and smoothness of 
minimizing solutions is even guaranteed under much weaker assumptions, 
which involve (strict) convexity of the Lagrangian on each tibre. For details 
see [4,5]: the minimizing solutions are projections of trajectories of the 
smooth Hamiltonian vectortield on the cotangent bundle T*lR”, associated 
with L. 
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Here we will not make any convexity assumption on L, and, as described 
in [3], we thus may loose smoothness and even the existence of minimizing 
solutions; this is connected with the possible occurrence of discontinuities in 
the Hamiltonian vectortield determined by L. 
In [3] Ekeland gave a qualitative description of these possible discon- 
tinuities for generic Lagrangians if it = 1. Using this classification, he then 
gave necessary and sufficient conditions on generic Lagrangians (on TiR) 
which guarantee the existence of a solution for each choice of x,,, x, and T. 
In this paper we will study the case where II = 2: we give a classification 
of possible discontinuities in the Hamiltonian vectortield of generic 
Lagrangians, which satisfy a homogeneity assumption. This homogeneity 
assumption is made for two reasons: the first is that we only get 
homogeneous, and hence essentially three dimensional, Hamiltonian vector- 
fields. The second one is an additional property of such homogeneous 
Hamiltonian vectorfields, which is given in Lemma 3.3: this roughly states 
that in points where the Hamiltonian vectorfield is discontinuous (multi- 
valued), the convex combinations of the velocities which occur at such points 
do not contain zero. Moreover we observe in Section 4A that there exist 
possible discontinuities in the Hamiltonian vectorfield which cause nonex- 
istence of solutions for specific (open) choices of x,, x, and T. In a 
forthcoming paper we will give a more general theorem concerning the 
nonexistence of solutions in variational problems; in this theorem the 
dimension is arbitrary and Lagrangians need not be homogeneous. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: Section I, Introduction; Section 2, 
The subsets where Hamiltonian vectorfields are not continuous; Section 3, 
Properties of the Hamiltonian vectorfield in discontinuity points; and 
Section 4, Classification of generic discontinuities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Fm(IR * x S’) denote the space of smooth functions g on R* X S’ (S’ 
is the unit circle in R’), which are uniformly bounded from below by the 
(fixed) positive number m. Sr,(lR* x S’) is furnished with the strong C” 
Whitney topology. We fix coordinates x,, x2 on R* and 0 on S’. For each 
real k > 1, such a function g on R* X S’ determines a Lagrangian L, on 
TR * by L&x,, x2, r cos 0, r sin 8) = rkg(x, , x2, e). This Lagrangian is 
positive homogeneous of degree k, i.e., L&x, ti) = AkLg(x, 2) for each 
(x, i) E TR*, 1 > 0. 
We will only consider Lagrangians, which possess this homogeneity 
property. In all that follows we will take k = 2, but each k > 1 essentially 
gives the same result. 
Now we describe the Legendre transformation to obtain the Hamiltonian 
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vectorfield on T*R*. (For more details see e.g., [I] or [2]. Of course neither 
the fact that n = 2 nor the homogeneity of L is essential here.) To this end, 
fix a Lagrangian L: TIR * + R and coordinates (x1, x2, u 1, u2) on TIR * such 
that (.x?~, f,, 8,) fi2) E TR * represents fil (a/ax,) + fi2(a/ax2) at(Zr , n,). Also 
we fix canonical coordinates (x1,x2,p1,p2) on T*R*: (fl,-i$,P1,&) 
represents p, a!~, + p2 dx, at (2,) 2*) E R *. 
Let the function ZL: R* x R* x IR*+ R be defined by A’$(x,p,v)= 
(p, ZI) - L(x, v). Here x, p and u denote pairs (x1, x2), (p,, p2) and (u,, uZ), 
respectively; (. , .) stands for the standard inner product on IF? * as well as for 
the dual pairing between elements of T,R* and T,* I?*. 
The Pontryagin maximum principle, which is in this case equivalent with 
the necessary condition of Weierstrasz (see, e.g., [6]) states the following: for 
a curve x(t), t E [0, T], in I?* to be a minimizing solution of a variational 
problem defined by L it is necessary that there exists a curve p: [0, T] + R2 
such that the equalities 
i 
R(x(t>, p(t), W) = mfx ~(x(t>, p(t), u> 
d(t) = g (x(0, w> 
(*> 
hold for almost every t E [0, T]. The curve x(t) is by definition continuous; 
the fact that p(t) is also continuous follows from the Weierstrasz-Erdmann 
corner conditions. This can also be found in [6]. 
Now we can define the (Hamiltonian) function HL, also denoted by H, on 
T*R” by H,(x,p) = maxuRL(x,p, 0). Note that in general, to conclude the 
existence of max&(x,p, V) for each (x,p), some condition on L is 
necessary. Here it is clearly sufficient that L will be chosen homogeneous of 
degree two and strictly positive on {(x, i) E ill? * 1 ]I 111 = 1). 
Let C, denote the subset of T*R* consisting of the points (x,p) for which 
RL(x,p, -) possesses a unique nondegenerate maximum. Then on Z’, the 
system (*) can be written as a Hamiltonian system with respect to the 
canonical symplectic structure on T*lR* and the energy function H: 
This can be seen as follows: if (Z,jj) E 2, and RL(.?,fl, -) attains its 
maximum in V; then by nondegeneracy of the maximum, the implicit function 
theorem determines a smooth mapping F(x,p) in a neighborhood of (j&j) 
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with v(x,p) = 5, such that in this neighbourhood RL(x,p, -) attains its 
maximum in 5(x, p), so H(x, p) = RL(x, p, u(x, p)). Hence 
aH aRL 
-- 
ax- ax + 
azL at7 aL --=--= 
au ax ax rj; 
to see the equalities in the middle of both lines, note that V(x,p) is a critical 
point of ZL(x, p, -). 
Thus we have obtained for each L and open set Z, in T*iR’, with a 
Hamiltonian vectorfield which is smooth on Z,. This Hamiltonian system 
possesses no zeroes outside the zero section of T*lR2 (i.e., {(x, 0) E 
T*lR’ ]x E R ‘}) if L is homogeneous, and, in that case the Hamiltonian is 
also homogeneous: H(x, lp) = A*H(x,p) for each (x,p) E T*lR*, I > 0. 
The complement of Z, contains the points where the Hamiltonian vector- 
field is not continuous. Note that, to find solutions of variational problems, 
one thus has to consider continuous trajectories of a Hamiltonian vectorfield 
which is itself not continuous. In the following we first will give some 
properties of the complement of Z, in T*iR’. The results of Section 2 are 
analogous to Proposition 2.1 in [3]. 
2. THE SUBSETS WHERE HAMILTONIAN VECTORFIELDS 
ARE NOT CONTINUOUS 
We will prove that (for generic homogeneous L) T*iR2 is the disjoint 
union of submanifolds Zi of codimension i, defined as follows: 
Z, = { (x,p) E T*lR* IR(x,p, -) possesses a unique global maximum, 
which is nondegenerate}, 
Z, = { (x,p) E T*lR 2 lR(x,p, -) possesses two distinct global maxima 
which are nondegerate); 
Z, = Z:C, U ,.Yi where: 
Z; = {(x, p) E T*R 2 ]Z(x, p, -) possesses three distinct global maxima 
which are nondegerate}, 
,!Y$ = {(x, p) E T*R 2 ]Z(x, p, -) possesses a unique global maximum which 
is degenerate, and right-equivalent to 
-x2 - y4}; 
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z 3 = EC v  CbC where: 3 3 
Z; = {(x, p) E 7’*IRz /Z(.X,~, -) possesses four distinct global maxima 
which are nondegenerate}, 
q= {(X,P)E T*~21~(wk>P ossesses two distinct global maxima, one 
of which is nondegenerate, and the other is 
right-equivalent to -x2 - y4 }. 
Remark 2.1. The fact that (x, p) E Z{ implies (x, @) E Z{ for each I, > 0 
will cause that for generic L there are no discontinuities of codimension four. 
On T*IR’ we will use coordinates x1, x2, p, rp where p, q are polar coor- 
dinates on each tibre, based on the canonical coordinate system x,, x2, pl, 
p2. Let J denote the unit sphere bundle in T*IR 2: J = { (x,p) E 
T*lR2 III PJI = 1); Xl, x2, cp are coordinates on %. From Remark 2.1 it is 
clear that it is sufticient to prove that for generic g in jr,(iR2 x S’), 
Z{ = z:nJ is a codim i submanifold of M and that M = U fzO fi. 
Actually, in the remainder of this section we are going to prove the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There is an open and dense subset FO cRm(lR2 x S’) 
with the following properties: if g E ,F”,, then for L, (as defined in Section 1) 
the following statements hold: 
(i) M = (JfzO Z-i, 
(ii) fi is a submanifold of M of codimension i. 
(iii> If &(x1, x2, 1, P, -) -) has a global maximum which is 
degenerate, then XL(-, -, 1, -, -, -) is a versa1 unfolding of this maximum. 
(iv) q E .??, * (a/+~)[, 66 T@:,) in J. 
2; constitutes the boundary of a connected component of 2, and for q E 2: 
we also have (a/ao)l, 6Z T,(clos 2,) in A. 
Proof: We start with 2,. 
2, = 1 (x1 3 x2 7 v)l3( x1, x2, (D, -, -) possesses two distinct nondegenerate 
maxima 6, = (iI, B,), C2 = (t2, S,)} 
where 3(x,, x2, rp, r, 8) = r cos(y, - 19) - r2g(x,, x2, 19). From the 
nondegeneracy condition on the maxima, it follows with the implicit function 
theorem that, if (Zr, Z,, @) E fI, then locally the maxima u^, , 6, are deter- 
mined as functions of x, , x2, p, by the condition that they are critical points 
of 4(x,, x2, (D, -, -). Then zr is open in #i’(O), where #, is the real-valued 
function defined by 
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If we now consider small local perturbations of the value of g in some 
neighborhood of (fr, R,, 8,), then application of a transversality theorem 
(cf. [7]) gives that for an open and dense subset of functions g’ near g, the 
function-#,, is transverse to {O}. Thus locally, in a neighbourhood of (Xr, 
X,, @), C,( g’) is a submanifold of codimension one. The existence of a 
locally finite covering of A? gives the global result. 
With essentially the same arguments the analogous statements concerning 
zz and 2, are proved. Furthermore, for generic g there exist no points 
(x1, x2, q) E .A where c@$, , x2, rp, -, -) has five distinct nondegenerate 
maxima. We continue with the points (xr , x2, p) where the maximum of 
2g(x1, x2, q, -, -) is degenerate. 
Here we need some singularity theory. 
Let gn denote the ring of germs of functions5 (R”, 0) -+ R and let X, ,..., X, 
be a system of coordinates in R”. For a finitely generated ideal Z in 8,,, 
Z = (fr ,..., f,), we define an extended ideal A,Z by 
A,Z=Z+Z’ where I’ is the ideal, generated by all k X k minors of 
i i afj axi i=l,...,n * 
j=l,...,Pll 
Now A,Z depends neither on the choice of coordinates nor on the choice of 
the generators of I. For a proof see Gibson [7, p. 1781. For r > 1 we write 
A;Z = A,A;p’Z; J, is the Jacobian ideal off (i.e., the ideal in gn’,, generated 
by the germs aflax,,..., aflax,). Then we have: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f be a singular germ in gzo2, with corank df) < 1 and 
s > 2 an integer. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f has in some system of coordinates (x, y) the form f = fx* f ys, 
i.e., f w +x2 f-y’. 
(ii) AGJ,# Z2 for r = O,..., s - 2 and A”,-‘J,= g2. 
Proof: (i)+(ii) f= +x2 &ysaA2Jf=Jf+(ys-2)=(~,ys-1, y”-‘). 
Thus we get 
A; J,= (~,y~-‘,...,y~-‘-~) for r=O, l,..., s- 1. 
(ii) =X (i) Because corank df) < 1, the Splitting lemma (Gibson 17, 
p. 1251) gives us the existence of coordinates (x, y) such that f = +x2 i g(y), 
so J, = (x, g’(y)). Then A: J,= (x, g’(y),..., g”+ l’(y)), so if A: J,# g2 for 
r<s-2 and A;-‘Jf=g2 then g(0)=g’(O)=...=g’S-l’(O)=O and 
g@‘(O) # 0; the lemma is proved. 
With the help of the lemma above we can get explicit conditions for a 
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point (x1, x2, q) E A! to be an element of 2;. We have to consider partial 
derivatives of 4 with respect to T and 8; these will be denoted by X, and 
X,, respectively. Let (r, S) be a critical point of S&x,, x,, p, -, -), i.e. 
(g’, g”’ denote ag/M, 8g/8Bi): 
/ 
X,(x,, x2, cp, r, 0) = cos(y, - 0) - 2rg(x,, x2, 0) = 0, 
X,(X,, x2, q, r, 0) = r sin(rp - e) - r*g’(x,, x2, e) = 0. 
(**> 
We have 
a2cP 
2 = -2g, 
2r2 
2’2 
g = sin(p - 8) - 2rg’, 
2r ae 
--c a2cP = -r cos(rp - - 282 e) r2gr’. 
Now A, J=J+ (2g[ r cos(rp - 0) + r2g”] - [sin(u, - 6) - 2rg’12) where J 
denotes the Jacobian ideal of <%(x1, x2, p, -, -). By using the equalities 
(**) this can be written 
A, .I = J + (r2(4g2 + 2gg” - (g’)‘)) = J + (4g2 + 2gg” - (g’)‘). 
To get also Ai J we remark the following: if aij (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, 3) are 
germs in g2 with all(O) # 0; then the ideal generated by all 2 X 2 minors of 
(aij) is already generated by two of them, allazz -~,,a,, and u,1u23 - 
u~,u,~, for we can write 
u12”23 - u22”13 = $)h”23- U2*%3) -2 (ullu22 - U21%2). 
Or, more generally, the ideal generated by all 2 X 2 minors of (uij), where 
i = 1, 2; j = l,..., IZ and u,,(O) # 0, is already generated by the germs 
alla2k - u21”lk (k = 2,..., n). 
This gives the following: 
LEMMA 2.4. If (r, 0) is a critical point of 4(x,, x2, q, -, -) and q are 
defined by 
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3-,(x1 ) x*, 8) = 4g* + 2gg” - (g’)Z, 
.&(X1) x*, e> = g”’ + 4g’, 
.2qXl ) x*, e> = g(4) + 4g”, 
,S4(x, ) x*, 8) = gC5’ + 5g”‘, 
then for 2 < s < 5 the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) A~J#~~forh<s-2andA~-‘J=~~. 
(ii) .%‘,&I, x2, 8) = 0, for h <s - 2 and .XSP,(x,, x2, 0) # 0. 
Proof 
s = 2: This follows immediately from the calculation of A, J= 
J + W-2. 
s = 3: We have to compute AZ J. Because a*A?$/ar’ = 2g # 0 we have 
a,??; a’# 
A: J=A, J+ (-2g.X+&&) 
s=4,5:A;-‘J=A;-2J+(a.%;:_2/8’)=A;-2J+(~.~-l). 
Summarizing these results gives: 
COROLLARY 2.5. If (r, I!?) is a global maximum of pg(x,, x2, p, -, -) 
then : 
(a) If this maximum is degenerate and not equivalent to -x2 - y4 then 
.q-) q; ) Liq )...) S4 are all zero at (x,, x2, p,, r, f3). 
(b) This maximum is degenerate and equivalent to -x2 - y4 tf and 
only tf .%r, Y&, LZ,, .X2 are all zero at (x,, x2, q,, r, 0) and ,3&(x,, x2, 
e) f 0. 
Then by considering local perturbations of the values of g, g’,..., gt5), and 
using a transversality argument and the existence of a locally finite covering. 
of R* x S’ x I?*, we can conclude: 
COROLLARY 2.6. For an open and dense set of functions 
g E jr,(R * x S’) the following hold: 
(a) If (r, 8) is a degenerate global maximum of e(x,, x2, rp, -, -) 
then this maximum is degenerate of codimension two, i.e., it is equivalent 
with -x2 - y4. 
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(b) The subset 39 = {(x1, x2, q, I, t3)l Xr , X0, 3FI, 22$ are all zero at 
(xl, x2, q, r, 0) and .2&(x,, x,, 19) # 0) is a one-dimensional submanifold of 
lR* x s’ x IR*. 
Using the implicit mapping theorem, we see that the conditions Xr = 0, 
3, = 0, 2& # 0 determine r and 0 locally as functions of x1, x2, 9; this 
submanifold 9 projects on a one-dimensional submanifold 9, in 
ME R2 x S’ and ,??i is open in 9,. 
This can be combined with the above results about ,I?i, g, g to get the 
statements (i) and (ii) of Proposition 2.2. To get statement (iii) it is sufftcient 
to remark that 9 is obtained as the set of zeroes of the mapping of 
R2 x S’ x R2 in R4, with components X,, X,, 37, and X2 ; for an open 
and dense subset of functions g this mapping is not only transverse to 0, but 
also to the (closed) subspaces Vi = {(xi ,..., <4)Ixk = 0; i < k < 4) of R4. 
To see the first statement of (iv), let q E C, c Z, c T*iR ‘, then if q = (x1, 
x2, Pl? p2) we know that 3(x1, x2, p, , p2, -, -) possesesses two 
nondegenerate global maxima u^, , z?,, which can be considered locally as 
functions u^,(x,p), u^,(x,p). If we write Hi(x, p) = Z(x, p, ii) (i = 1, 2) then 
z, = {(x,P) E T*~*IH,(x,P) = H,(x,P)} (locally). Now if (Wv)l, E Tq(Z1), 
then because (a/&-)1, E T&Z,) also we have (a/at),&, (a/ap2)lq E T,(Z,) 
SO (aHJaPz)(q) = (affJaPz)(q) (i = 192). But (aH,/aP)(q) = u^,(q), 
(aHJap)(q) = u”,(q) and u,(q), G,(q) are distinct by definition of Z,. 
Finally, we prove the last statement of (iv). 
Let q = (x,, X2, @) E 2: with corresponding degenerate maximum (r; e>. 
We first show that (a/@& 6Z T,&‘). (,Xr, ~37,) = (0,O) determines r and 8 
locally as functions F(x, , x2, cp), 8(x,, x2, cp) in some neighbourhood of q, 
because &(Yi, X2, @& r; s> # 0. 
Now differentiating 
with respect to rp gives (&j/+)(q) = 0, (c%/@)(q) = -Fg’/2g. Further, 2; is 
defined locally by (X,, Xi) = (0,O). Now assume (c?/ao)l, E T,@). Then 
certainly (Z&/@)(q) = 0. But 
3% aa, (9) = F COS(@ - 0) + sin(yi’ - 8> $ - 2fggj 
= 2pg + Fg’ rg’ .-=~(4Pg2+P(g’)2)>0, 
&? 
so we have a contradiction. 
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Thus r,(,??i) = 1,(3/8x,)/, + ~,(~/~x,)~, + A,(~Y/acp)l, where A,, AZ cannot 
both be zero and the Ai’s are determined up to a multiplicative factor. 
We need another direction in ~,(clos(~:,)), and_ compute a vector in 
r,(A) which is tangent to the intersection of clos(Z,) with a codimension 
one submanifold, transverse to 2:. 
Let $=(q, 7, 8)ER*xS'xR* and let ~~~R'xS'XR* denote the 
graph of (p, 0) restricted to 2;. Define locally in some neighbourhood 0 of 4 
the mapping G: ii-+ IR4 by G= (G,, G,, G,, G,) with G, =&. G,=.&, 
G, = <X, and G, = A,(x, - X1) + 1,(x, - X2) where q = (Y,, X2, @) and A,, 1, 
as above. G; i (0) is a submanifold of codimension one in i’, which contains 
4 and is in 4 transverse to 9. G;‘(O) projects on a two-dimensional 
submanifold of A, in which we can compute a second tangent vector to 
clos(~‘,), which is independent of T,@‘) (i.e., the first tangent vector.) 
We compute the Jacobian matrix of G at 4: 
DG(q^) = 
(The dots denote quantities in which we are not interested.) The entries on 
the third line of DG(q^) follow from the equality A,(Z&/ax,) + 
~,(~~,/t3x,) = 0, which holds because a%,/&, a%,/@, &%‘,/&p are all zero 
at 0, 27: cX;‘(O). 
From the fact that the first four columns of DG(q^) are linearly 
independent, it follows that G-’ (0) is a curve y in 0, which can be 
parametrized by 8. Remark that (G, , G,, G3) = 0 is just the condition for a 
point in lR’XS’XlR* to be a critical point for the projection of 
A = (2&,X8)-’ (0,O) c IR* x S, x IR* on IR* x S’. Hence the image of the 
curve y(8) consists of all these critical points, which are in G;‘(O). 
From the equation DG(q^) . f(g) = 0 it follows that ii(e), i,(g), @(e> are 
all zero, so y(B) projects on a curve S(0) in iR* x S’, with 8(g) = 0. In Fig. 1 
the projection of A, restricted to {(x,, x2, q)E IR’x S’\A,(x, -X1)+ 
A,(x, - 2,) = 0}, is illustrated. 
Because we may assume that 4 is a versa1 unfolding of the singularity_ (6 e> 
of Rg(X* 9 32, rp, -9 -) (a cusp singularity), we conclude that S(e), the 
projection of y(0), gives a direction of Tq (cl_o@i)) transverse to T,@). 
Now the definition of G, gives us A,Z:,(e) +A,&(@ =O. We will show 
that ,?i(~?)>, Z,(8) cannot both be zero. Then s’(g) = c(-n,(a/ax,>l, + 
A,(a/ax,)l, +~(3/+)[,) for constants c, ,u with c # 0. Part (iv) of 
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FIGURE 1 
Proposition 2.2 then follows, because the linear span of 8(s> and r,(J?i) in 
r,(J) cannot contag (8/+)[, ._ 
The fact that Z,(B) and A?~(@ cannot both be zero follows by differen- 
tiating DG(y(0)) y(0) = 0 again with respect to 0: 
This gives 
DG(J) . i;(e) = 
Because (a2G,/382)(@ = 2g( gC4’ + 4g”) # 0, and the form of DG(q^) is as 
above, Z,(g) and Z2(B) cannot both be zero. 
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
Thus for g E FO, we have submanifolds of discontinuity points of the 
Hamiltonian vectorfield associated with L,. These submanifolds Zi intersect 
the unit sphere bundle A in T*R2 as follows: 
505/55/1-a 
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FIGURE 2 
I--- 
FIGURE 3 
FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 5 
(i) 2,: this is a two-dimensional submanifold of A. 
(ii) e: this is a one-dimensional submanifold of M, which constitutes 
the boundary of three parts of ,?I (Fig. 2). 
(iii) ei: a one-dimensional submanifold, which is the boundary of one 
part of fr (Fig. 3). (Remark that the Hamiltonian vectorfield is continuous 
at points of Xi but not on a neighbourhood.) 
(iv) g: an isolated point, which is the boundary of four parts of g 
(Fig. 4). 
(v) Zic: this is a point where a part of 2: meets a 2, (Fig. 5). (We 
may assume that for g E G,, this intersection is transversal.) 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE HAMILTONIAN VECTORFIELDS 
We start this section with a description of the way in which the dimension 
(four of T*iR’) can be reduced to three. Recall that the homogeneity of L, 
implies the homogeneity of H: 
for each 1 > 0, (x,p) E T*IR’. 
This gives 
a@-, QJ) = !g (x, /lp) = A F (X,P> = WX,P), 
$j(x, Q) = -g (x,&l) = -A2 g (X,P) = mwJ>* 
Let E, be an energy level, i.e., E, = {(x, p) E T*lR* IH(x,p) = t). E,(t > 0) is 
a smooth three-dimensional submanifold of T*IR’ outside Ui, , Ci and can 
be projected bijectively on &, the unit sphere bundle in T*lR*. Let z, denote 
this projection. On each E, we have a tangent vectorfield X,, which is the 
restriction of the Hamiltonian vectorfield on T*IR*. Now the homogeneity of 
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H implies that the phase portrait of the vectorfield *1 on .X, defined by 
zt = (Drr,) X,, does not depend on t. To be more precise: 
q, = fif* for each L > 0. 
A classification of the vector-fields on J obtained in this way thus gives a 
classification of possible homogeneous Hamiltonian vectorfields on T* IR ‘. 
Now we give two properties of these vectorfields on T*IR’ at points of 
discontinuity. These properties also hold for the vectorfields on M as 
obtained above. 
LEMMA 3.1. If (x,, p,,)~ Z,, with maxima z?,(x,p), &(x,p), and 
corresponding Hamiltonians H,(x,p) = Z(x, p, u^J, then each Hi defines a 
Hamiltonian vectorfield X,.(x,p) on a neighbourhood U of (x0, p,,). For these 
vectorfields we have 
(x7 P) E z, n u +- X,(x, P) - x,(x, P) E Tax,,,. 
Remark 3.2. If we write H= max{H,, Hz} and Ck = {(x,p) E 
U] H(x,p) = Hi(X,p)} then Lemma 3.1 says that the Hamiltonian vectorlield 
X on U, defined by X]& =-Xi, perserves “normal velocity” at Z,. For a 
proof see [3, Lemma 2.21; the homogeneity is not essential here. The other 
property which does use homogeneity is in: 
LEMMA 3.3. If q is a point of Z,, .Z; or Zf then there are, respectively, 
two, three or four dl@erent velocity vectors v,,..., vi of the Hamiltonian 
system defined in q (i = 2,3,4), and there is an aflne three-dimensional 
hyperplane V in T,(T*IR*), which is parallel to (a/~?p,&, (a/ap& with 
v, ,..., vi E V and 0 & V. 
Remark 3.4. For the corresponding vectorfield on J this gives a plane 
r in T&M), which is parallel to (a/@)], with the corresponding vectors 
VI )...) di E F, 0 kz v. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. The (a/ax)-components of the vectortields in q are 
equal to Gi(q); from this we note that it is sufftcient to prove the following 
for a function C on r,, R* E R* (coordinates xi, x2), with [@xi, Ix,) = 
L”[(x,, x2): if an affine plane V is tangent to the graph of C in points (u’, 
[(u’)),..., (ui, [(u’)) then there is a line 1 in R* which contains ul,..., ui. To 
prove this, we write a = (aC/~?x,)(u’), /I = (~U~X,)(U’) and u* = (u;, u;) for 
r = l,..., i. Then V is the graph of 
V(x,, x2) = C(d) + a@, - 24) + P(x, - u:>. 
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For each r E {2,..., i}, (i?~/~?x,)(u~) = Q, @</c?x,)(u~) = P and 
gu’) = V(d) = <(u’) + a(U; - u:> + p(z.4; - 24;). 
Now for (xi, x1) E R2 we have xi(a~/ax,) + x,(a[/ax,) = 25; by homo- 
geneity. This gives 
or 
au: +/3u:=au: +Pu: for each r E { 1,2 ,..., i}. 
Because a, /I cannot both be zero if C is positive outside zero, the lemma is 
proved. 
In the remainder of this section we show that for an open and dense set of 
functions g E YO, the induced Hamiltonian vectorfield 2 on A (as obtained 
by projection of an energy level) is in “general position” with respect to the 
submanifolds .fi(i > 1). By general position we mean: 
(i) In z:,: g = {q E Lila is in q tangent to J?i} is a one-dimensional 
submanifold in fl. Note that for q E 2,) U CM a neighbourhood of q 
which is by r=‘, divided into two parts 2: and ,??i and for d’ the restriction of 
2 to clos 26, we have 
(Lemma 3.1). 
2::’ = {q E g 12 is in q tangent to g) consists of isolated points in gL,(g 
is the subset of c’, where 2 has second-order contact with 2, .) If z:b, X’ are 
as above, then for q E z we have 
2” (q) E r,(q) 3 JF2(q) 6?? T&) (Lemma 3.3). 
There exist no points in ,??i where w  has contac’of order greater than two 
with zi. 
(ii) In zZ: g = {q E zZ1-%? is tangent to clos@,)} consists of isolated 
points in c”,. The contact is of first order and 2 is nowhere tangent to f2. 
(iii) In E1: 2 is always transversal to the closure of every connected 
component of Z, . 
We denote by Y1 the subset of those g for which the induced Hamiltonian 
vectorfield z8 on M is in general position with the submanifolds fi(g) 
(i > 1). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. q is an open and dense’subset of Xm(R2 X S’). 
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Proof Because Xg and z,(g) depend continuously on g we immediately 
have Yr = F0 n V for some open set w  c Sr,( IR * x S ’ ). Now it is sufftcient 
to show that Fr is dense in Y~(lR* x S’). To this end, for g E Y0 and a 
function 1(x,, x2) on I?* with 1 - E < A < 1 + E (E some small positive 
number), we define 1, E jm(lR* x S’) (0 < n < m) by 
Write 
and 
x,,x:-&+x:-g+P:;+P;-g 
1 2 1 2 
for the Hamiltonian vectorfields associated with g, on A and T*IR*, respec- 
tively. Remark that for fA, and xg the submanifolds Ei are the same, and 
also that Xi and Xi cannot both be zero (except in the zero section of 
T*R*), because XL = 8Hg/~pi, hence 2: and 2: can nowhere both be zero. 
We will prove that for an arbitrary neighbourhood 2% of g E Y0 there exists 
a function L as above, such that Ig E 22 n Fl. 
Because 
P&(x,, x2, 179) 
aHa, =-- axi ( x*,x*, l,(P)=~ 
aLaq (Xi) X2) r; 4) 
I 
=r"* n~x,,x2~~(x,,x*,8)+~(x,,x2)g(x,,x2,8) 
[ i i I 
and 
where /3,, p2 are functions on J, such that /I: + /3: # 0. 
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Now choose some open set U c &, which contains a part of f,.. We may 
assume the existence of functions F i,..., Fi on U such that the map 
(F i ,..., Pi): U-, [R’ is on U transverse to (0) and zi= (F1 ,..., Fi)-l(0). 
Proposition 2.2 implies that we may assume aF,l&p # 0 on U for 1 < k < i. 
We also assume that on U we have 2: # 0 and /I, # 0; the other possibilities, 
2; # 0, /I2 # 0 on U, etc., are treated similarly. 
It is sufficient to construct Ig E % such that fA,I U is in general position 
with fi n U. 
We consider the following cases (these cases correspond with those in the 
definition of “general position”): 
(i) max{ilZin Uf 0} = 1. 
Here .?i n U = F;;‘(O). We have 
where Qi does not depend on akl/ax:, k > i. From these expressions 
it follows, by arguments as given in Section 2, that for an open and dense 
set of functions 1, all maps (F1, 2A,(F,)), (F,, TA,(F,), zA,(zAJF,))) and 
(1”1 s.., LK,(~A,<Fl>>>> are transverse to {0}, and hence that X,,I U is in 
general position with g1 n U. 
(ii) max{ilEin U#@} = 2. 
Here f’,n U= (F,,F,)-‘(0); we may assume that F; i(0) contains a 
component of Z, n U. Again for open and dense 1 the maps 
(F, , F,, ~&+,)) ad (F, , F,, ~,&‘,)), ~,&f,&‘,)) are transverse to {O}, 
so we can choose g, = 1, g E % for which these two maps are transverse to 
(0). Let %, c % be a neighbourhood of g, such that for each gi E pi these 
above two maps are transverse to (0). 
From the fact that zAa(Fz) =/?,(aFJLkp)(aA/ax,) + @j it follows that for 
gzneric km in a neighbourhood of L E 1 also the map (F,, F,, 
XAa,(F1), X,,,(F,)) is regular. Repeating this for F;‘(O) containing other 
components of 2, n U we get a function A, g E % such that zA,,l u is in 
general position with f1 and ,??-2 everywhere in c”, n U. Then by the 
arguments in (i) we get 1, g E 9 such that XAzg is in general position with 2, 
and & everywhere in U. 
(iii) maxi{ilf’in Uf 0) = 3. 
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Here zj n U = (F, , F,, F3)-’ (0). In the same way as under (i) and (ii) we 
can find a function L such that Ig E % and the maps (F,, F,, F,, XQ(Fi)) 
(i = 1,2,3) are all regular. Hence fA, is in general position with .??i, Z, and 
J?j in z3. Again by a small perturbation of Lg we can arrange that zt, is in 
general position with each 2, on U. 
Finally, by applying the above on a covering of Ui ,J?:i with conveniently 
chosen open sets U we conclude the density of Yi. 
4. CLASSIFICATION OF GENERIC DISCONTINUITIES 
In this section we will classify the generically possible discontinuities, i.e., 
the possible local phase portraits in points q E zi( g) for g E gi. The word 
local here means in a neighbourhood U of q in J c T*R ‘. Actually we can 
restrict everything to A, and denote 2’, by Zi, and a Hamiltonian vectorfield 
on M by X = X,. We need a notion of equivalence: 
DEFINITION 4.1. If C& 4’ E M and X,, X,, are Hamiltonian vectorfields 
on J then X, is in 4 locally equivalent with Xp, in 4’ if there exist 
neighbourhoods U and U’ of 4 and 4’ respectively, and a homeomorphism 
h: (U, 9) -+ (U, S’) with the properties 
(i) h maps trajectories of X, on trajectories of X,,, 
(ii) h maps points of Z,(g), Z;(g), Z!(g) on points of .Z,(g’), 
ZT( g’), Z!( g’), respectively. (a = b, c; /? = bc, c.) Note that the orientation 
on the trajectories may be reversed under h. 
A. Discontinuities in Z, 
For a Hamiltonian vectorfield X, on A, with g E Yi as always from now 
on, there is an open part of Z:, where Xp is transversal to Z,. By conser- 
vation of normal velocity the local phase portraits of X in such points are all 
equivalent with that illustrated in Fig. 6, which will be denoted A,. 
FIGURE 6 
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Zi is a one-dimensional submanifold of Z,, where X, has first-order 
contact with Z=,. Now on each side of Z, there are two distinct possibilities 
after projection on a plane transversal to Zi (see Fig. 7). Combining these on 
both sides of Z1 gives three possibilities, depicted in Fig. 8. The distinct 
equivalence classes of the three-dimensional vectorfields in points of Zi are 
all obtained by taking the product with an interval and adding a component 
parallel to the interval. Then A, and A, still each determine exactly one 
equivalence class. A, could in this way split into two or more classes: one 
for the case where in q E Z: the vectorfield is in a neighbourhood of q 
transverse to some plane in T&K), and other ones for the case where in q 
both of the velocity vectors lie in a plane through q E T,(d) (this gives, for 
example, the possibility of an infinite number of closed orbits in small 
neighbourhoods of q). But, by Lemma 3.3, only the first case occurs. Thus, 
we have in 2: three local equivalence classes, denoted A,, A, and A,. 
Remark 4.2. If a homogeneous Lagrangian L, on 71R2 leads to a 
Hamiltonian system, in which a discontinuity of type A, occurs, then there 
exist points x,,, x1 in R 2 and a positive T, such that the corresponding 
variational problem admits no minimizing solution. This can be proved by 
the same methods as Ekeland used in [3] in the analogous result for one 
degree of freedom. For details see [8]. It appears that x,,, x1 and T with this 
property can be chosen in small open sets. 
At last we have to consider the isolated points of Cy in C:. Here the 
vectorfield has on one side of Z, the phase portrait illustrated in Fig. 9. (The 
equation of the vectorfield is X = 8/8x, + (x: + x,)(3/8x,) where 
Z, = {(xi, x2, x3) E R 3 (xj = O}.) Because the vectorfield on the other side of 
Z, is transverse to Zi in Zy (again by Lemma 3.3.), we have exactly two 
distinct equivalence classes A, and A, for points in Zy, which are deter- 
mined by the two types (a) and (b), above, with which the vectorfield can be 
completed on a neighbourhood of LT. 
In fact, it is clear that there exist at least two equivalence classes, then by 
considering each case (completing with (a), or with (b), respectively) it 
follows that these are all of them. 
We will give the proof of this in more detail in the case where the vector- 
b. 
FIGURE 1 
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FIGURE 8 
field is completed with (b). We construct a fundamental domain for the 
vectorfield as follows. There is exactly one component a of ZI - Zy where 
the vectorfield is locally of type A, ; here the orbit of each point is well 
defined. These orbits intersect Z:, in a curve y, starting in Zy. Now let X, X’ 
be two vectorfields of this type, with corresponding subsets L:‘(X), Zy(X’), 
y(X), 7(X’), etc. Then we can define a homeomorphism h from A(X), the 
part of C, between y(X) and a(X), not containing the other branch of C; (see 
Fig. IO), and ,4(x’). Each orbit of X, X’ intersects A(X), ,4(X’), respectively, 
in exactly one point. Hence we are able to extend h to a neighbourhood of 
zy. 
B. Discontinuities in Z2 
Here we will use the following theorem [9, Chap. IV, Theorem 251 of 
projective geometry: 
THEOREM 4.3. If two quadrangles with vertices P, P,P,P, resp. 
Q,Q2Q,Q4 are so related-P, to Q,, P, to Q2, etc.-that Jive of the sides 
PiPj(i, j = 1,2,3,4; i # j) meet the five sides of the second which are 
opposite to Q,Q, in points of a line I, the remaining sides of the two 
quadrangles meet on 1. 
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Let I,, I,, I, be three lines in I?*, with linlj= {0} if i#jand let u,, u2 be 
two vectors in R *, with ui - vz E I,. Then we can construct a unique vector 
v~, such that ZJ, - uj E I,, v, - u3 E I,: just take v3 at the intersection of 
v,+1, and v,+I,. 
Theorem 4.3 implies that the direction of this vector u3 can be determined 
as follows: choose a point a E I, ; m, denotes the line through a, parallel to 
v2 ; let m2 be the line through a’ = m, n I,, parallel to vi, then if 
a”=m nl 2 39 the direction of o3 is given by a a”; in other words, if 
u2 - v3 E I,, v3 - v, E I,, u, - v2 E 1, then the directions of u,, v2 and v3 
constitute a triangle, with its vertices on I,, 1, and I,. In fact (see Fig. 1 l), 
write vi = OA, v2 = OB, v3 = OC and apply Theorem 4.3 on OABC and 
0aa”a’ and I the line at infinity. 
Now we can give the generic discontinuities in the open subset of .ZS, 
which consists of the points where the vectorfield is not tangent to a 
component of Z,. Let X, denote a generic vectortield with q E Z’j( g). For 
some neighbourhood U of q, Z’; is the boundary of three components of 
FIGURE 11 
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C,n U, and U- (i.Ji,, Zi) consists of three components Z{ (j = 1, 2, 3) 
where X, is smooth. We denote the three parts of C, n U by ,?Y< (j = 1, 2, 3) 
where the indices j are chosen in such a way that r;‘, n clost;‘, = 0 for each j. 
We define a linearized vectorfield d on 7’&Q. Write 
,??{ = Fq(Zj) = {V E rqJi 3 y: [0, E) -PM such that 
y(t)EZ~fort>Oand3(0)=v} 
y(O) = q, 
for i = 0, 1; j = 1, 2, 3. Now X is defined by X1,${ = vj, The projection 
n*(f) along g of A? on a plane V in Tq(M) transversal to c again 
conserves normal velocity on f1 n I’. Thus the remarks after Theorem 4.3 
give us two possible phase portraits of n,(X) on V (Fig. 12). We again get 
the possible equivalence classes B,, B, by taking the product with an 
interval and adding a component to the vectorfield parallel to this interval. In 
the case where n*(f) is as in B, , the trajectories of 2 cannot be closed by 
Lemma 3.3. It follows that for the original vectorfield Xg there are exactly 
two distinct generic discontinuities possible in q. 
We continue with the points of ZE n clos(Z:). In these points there are at 
least six possible equivalence classes. This can be seen as follows. Let 
q E Z’; n clos(Zl) and U, Z{ as above. We assume that Zi c 2: and that the 
generic vectorfield, again denoted by X,, is transversal to 2: and Zi on U. 
Now there are three possibilities for the behaviour of X along Z: in q, 
corresponding with A 2, A 3 and A 4. Further there are, up to changing the sign 
of the vectorfield, exactly two possibilities for the direction in which Z: and 
Z: are transversed: 
a: each orbit through Cf U Ci leaves 2; (Fig. 13); 
P: each orbit through ,?Y: leaves Zi and each orbit through Zf enters 
ZA. This gives us six possibilities, denoted by B,, (k = a, p; I = 2, 3, 4), 
B1 
plV 
B2 .+V 
FIGURE 12 
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which determine at least six mutually distinct equivalence classes. We will 
show that each B,, corresponds with exactly one equivalence class. For the 
cases B,, (1 = 2,3,4) this follows from the fact that U can be chosen in such 
a way that each orbit in U intersects C: U Z: exactly once. We will give the 
proof of this in the case B,, in more detail: suppose X, X’ are in q, q’, 
respectively, of type B,,. We may assume that the orbit of each point in Zi 
is locally in Zi for both X and X’; we can define a homeomorphism 
h: #q(X) u z;(x) u z;(x) -3 ,x:(x’) u .qX’) u c:(x), 
mapping corresponding parts on each other, in such a way that h maps the 
curve y(X) in Z;(X), which consists of points on the orbit of El(X) onto the 
corresponding curve y(P) in Z:(P); now the order in which the trajectory 
of a point q’ E Z#C) U C:(X) intersects parts of C&Y) is fully determined 
by the position of q’ with respect to C;(X) and y(X); this allows us to extend 
h on a neighbourhood of q. 
Thus we have three equivalence classes (see Figs. 14-16). 
B 
a2 
FIGURE 14 
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B 
a3 
FIGURE 15 
FIGURE 16 
FIGURE 17 
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The fact that Bb2 also determines exactly one equivalence class follows by 
considering a two-dimensional submanifold V, with Zi c V, VA Zs, such 
that each orbit intersects V exactly once. The existence of such a 
submanifold follows from Remark 3.4: If p, the affine plane in 7’,(M) of 
Remark 3.4, is parallel with 7’&), we choose a submanifold Y such that V 
contains Z’; and 7’,(V) is parallel with-v; if P is not parallel _with T&Z:) 
then it is always possible to ro_tate V and obtain a plane V, c T&H), 
parallel with T&Z:), such that V, still contains two of the three velocity 
vectors in 4, and separates the third from 0 E ~,(A). Then a submanifold V 
which contains Z; and such that r,(U) is parallel with 8, has the desired 
properties. 
There exists exactly one component a of Z: - q, where the vectorfield is 
as in B,. We may assume that positive orbits of points q’ E a intersect V, if 
this is not the case we can change the orientation of the vectorfield and 
interchange ZT and Z’:. Let y c V be the curve starting in q, consisting of the 
points which are on the positive orbit of a (Fig. 18). Now V is a kind of 
fundamental domain in the following sense: each orbit in the neighbourhood 
of q intersects V exactly once, and, moreover, for each point q’ E V, the 
order in which parts of ,?Y, are traversed is determined by the position of q’ 
with respect to C{ n V (j = 1, 2,3) and y. From this we conclude that each 
vectorfield of type Bb2 belongs to the same local equivalence class (Fig. 17). 
In the case where the vectorfield is in q of type B,, we may assume that 
the vectors vj E 7’,(&) are in such a position that the affine plan P through 
these vectors (Remark 3.4) intersects the halfline T&Z:), as in Fig. 19. If V 
does not intersect Zi, we reverse the orientation of the vectorfield and 
interchange v2 and v3 and Z: and 2:. Now if we let a denote the component 
of Z; - q on the same side of q as V, then for each point q’ E a, the orbit of 
q’ under XlZi intersects Z, in a point q”. These points q” constitute a curve 
a’ starting in q. The image of a’ under the analogous map defined by XlCi 
gives a curve a” in Z,. To prove the last statement we give the following 
FIGURE 18 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A E .?Zi be a point where a Hamiltonian vectorfield X ‘is 
as in A,. A curve 1 in a connected component C of Z, -CT divides C into 
two parts C, and C, (see Fig. 20). Write ai for the component of Z; -A 
which is in the boundary of Ci (i = 1,2) and vfor the aflne plane in T,(J) 
of Remark 3.4. If w denotes thej?rst-return map on C defined by X, then u/(l) 
is a curve in C which lies in Ci if P intersects the halfline T,,(ai). 
Proof Choose a two-dimensional submanifold V, with A E V, V 
transversal to Ci, with the property that each orbit in a neighbourhood of A 
intersects V exactly once. Now for the curve Vn C the lemma is clearly 
true. This implies that the part of C between Vn C and w(Vn C) is a 
fundamental domain for w. Hence the lemma is true for each curve 1. 
Now we can prove the fact that type B,, determines exactly one 
equivalence class, as depicted in Fig. 2 1. 
Consider a curve y in Ci, which is simple, and which does not intersect C; 
or Ci, and connects a point q’ E a and its image (v(q’) E a”. Let E denote 
the domain between a, a” and y. Choose a transverse submanifold V and let 
P denote the Poincare map from E to V. The image of y under P is a simple 
w(e) 
iJ 
11 A 
:.::/ 
c2 a2 
FIGURE 20 
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closed curve in V, the image of CY under P is a curve connecting q and P(y). 
Because there are points in P(E) arbitrarily near q, and P(E) is the domain 
in V bounded by P(y), we have q E int P(E). From this we conclude that 
each vectorfield of type Bb3 belongs to the same equivalence class, because E 
is a fundamental domain. 
The case where X is in q of type Bb4 in treated with similar arguments 
(Fig. 22). 
We still have to treat generic discontinuities in .Zi. 
On the open subset of .Zi where the vectorfield is transversal to clos(Z,), 
we have only one equivalence class B, (Fig. 23). Also, the isolated points in 
Zi, where the vectorfield has first-order contact with clos(,?Y‘,), all belong to 
the same equivalence class B, (Fig. 24). 
C. Discontinuities in C, 
We start with some notation: a point q E Cs is in the boundary of four 
components of .?Y;, denoted by 1 I ,..., I,; also there are four components of 
.Z,, denoted by J2, ,..., R,, where the indices are chosen in such a way that Ii 
FIGURE 22 
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is not in the boundary of Qi(i = I,..., 4). The component of ,?Y, which 
separates Oi and Qj is denoted by Z,, and we write 
vi = blr, X(q’). 
9’EUi 
At first we study the existence of vectors vi such that vi - uj E Tq(Cij) for 
each i #j; i, j E { 1,2,3,4}. Here Tq(Cij) denotes the linear subspace of 
T,(M), spanned by tangent vectors to .?Y, in q: 
Tq(Zij) = span Fq(Zij) 
where Fq(Zij) is defined as in part B. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Fur each pair u,, v2 E T,(J) with v, - v2 E T,(C,,) 
and for each afine plane P which contains the endpoints of v, and v2 and 
which is not parallel with one of the Tq(Zij))s, there exists a unique pair v3, 
v4 E T,(J) with endpoints in f, such that all conditions 
vi - vj E Tq(Zij), i#j;i,jE (1,2,3,4) 
are satisfied. 
FIGURE 24 
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Proof. If mij is a line in p, the direction of which is determined by 
Fn T4(Zu), then the six directions mij are not arbitrary: the pairs mij, mk,, 
where i,j, k, 1 are mutually distinct, determine directions of opposite sides of 
a quadrangle. (In Fig. 25, where v is a plane which lies under q, this is 
immediately clear; in general it can be proved by some elementary 
geometry.) Remark that the line connecting the endpoints P, of v1 and P, of 
vz is parallel with m12. Now there exists a unique point P, E v, such that the 
lines P, P,, P, P, are parallel with mi3, mz3, respectively. Also, there exists a 
unique point P, E v, such that P, P,, P,P, are parallel with m,4, rnz4, 
respectively. Using Theorem 4.3 where the Q;s are chosen as in the figure 
above, we conclude that P,P, is parallel with mj4. This proves the 
proposition. 
To classify the local equivalence classes for a generic vectorfield X in a 
point q E ZS, we will make a classification of the possible phase portraits of 
the linearized vectorfield d on T,(J), defined as in B. Because we will only 
use transversality of 2 with respect to the subsets zij (the linearization of 
C,) this is also a classification for all generic vector-fields X. 
To simplify language, we will say that 2 rotates around & (the 
linearization of & as defined in B) if 2 is of type B.l in a neighbourhood of 
points in 6. Also, we will say that d flows in (out) 6, if on each fij (j f i) 
2 is directed inward (outward) fii. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For a vectorfield X (corresponding with a function 
g E 59,) there are only the following possibilities: 
(i) There exists exactly one di, where 2 flows in, and exactly one 
fij, where fjlows out. d rotates around none of the &‘s. 
(ii) fflows in .n’, and rotates around &. 
FIGURE 25 
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(iii) xjlows out fii and rotates around 6. 
(iv) 2 rotates around exactly two of the &‘s and there is no fii where 
2j7ows in or out. 
Proof: We can assign a symbol to each pair (vi, Zij) as follows: 
(vi9 z;U) = + iff vi points inward Ri at C,, 
(Vi) C,) = - iff vi points outward Qi at C,. 
We study the possibilities to distribute the signs over the twelve pairs 
(vi, C,), with the restriction 
We can make a diagram of this distribution as in the figure below. It is clear 
that on every line each sign appears once; and if 2 flows in (out) fii then in 
the column of vi there appear only positive (negative) signs. From this we 
conclude that there exists at most one fii where 2 flows in. 
We first suppose there is such an fii ; we may assume this is fi, . Now 
there is at most one ~j where 2 flows out. If such an fij exists, this 
corresponds with possibility (i); if this is not the case, then we have essen- 
tially one possibility for completing the diagram and this corresponds with 
(ii). 
Then (iii) can be obtained from (ii) by reversing the orientation of trajec- 
tories. 
The only case we still have to consider is where none of the columns of 
the diagram contains three equal signs. Then there are exactly two of the vi’s 
with only one positive sign in their column; we may assume them to be vj 
and v4. Further we may assume that (v,, Z,,) = + , (v3, 2Y3J = + . But then 
there is only one possible way to complete the diagram: 
Such a diagram implies rotation around 1; and &. This finishes the proof. 
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FIGURE 26 
Now we can give the classification in points of 2:. 
Suppose first that X is in 4 E ,Zcf as in Proposition 4.6(i). We may assume 
that 2 flows in fi, and d flows out fi,. Then the directions in which Ziis are 
traversed are determined for each C, except Z,, . Now we may assume (vl, 
Z,,) = - because if (u,, C,,) = + then a reflection in C,, gives (ur, 
Zr4) = - while such a reflection does not change the other directions. Now 
by considering a two-dimensional submanifold V, with q E V and Zz3 c V, it 
follows that all vectorfields of this type are locally equivalent; in fact such a 
surface V is a fundamental neighbourhood for a neighbourhood of q. The 
equivalence class determined in this way is denoted C, (see Fig. 26). 
We consider the cases (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4.6 (Fig. 27). These 
both determine the same equivalence class C,: we may assume that R flows 
out 6, and rotates around 6 in negative direction; now the subset 
clos(ZI’,, U Z13 U Z,,) is a fundamental domain for X in a neighbourhood of 
4. 
FIGURE 21 
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In case (iv) we may assume that 2 has a diagram as in the proof of 
Proposition 4.6. The affine plane P of Remark 3.4 in T4(J) must intersect 
one of the halflines TJI,), T,(Z,) because d rotates around E, and 1,. These 
two possibilities determine different equivalence classes. This can be seen as 
follows: the direction in which Z,, is traversed determines a normal direction 
‘2, of T&Z,,) at q, and another normal direction n2 of T&Y,,) at q is deter- 
mined by the direction of the half space r,(li) (i = 2, 3), which has a point of 
intersection with P in T,(A); now two local phase portraits, such that in 
one of these Iti =n2 while in the other n, = -n2, cannot be locally 
equivalent. Hence we have to consider the following cases: 
(a) P intersects the halfline TJZ,). Let k denote the number of times 
in which the positive orbit of points in I, intersects Z,,. Remark that for 
generic vectorfields X the image of I, under iterates of the first-return map on 
C,, is tangent to I,. Hence we have a countable number of equivalence 
classes C,,(k) (k > 0). 
In Fig. 28 below there is not really drawn a generic local phase portrait of 
this type, but a kind of limit case, which perhaps makes the situation clearer. 
(‘J) P intersects the halfline T,(I,) (Fig. 29). Here we get an analogous 
description of possible equivalence classes C,,(k) (k >, 0). Here k denotes the 
number of times in which the positive orbit of points in I, intersects C,,. 
FIGURE 28 
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FIGURE 29 
At last we have to consider the discontinuities of type 2$. These can be 
considered as points of intersection of a component of Zi with a component 
of Z,. Because we may assume transversality of the vectorfield with respect 
to each component of Z1, there is only one equivalence class C, (Fig. 30). 
FIGURE 30 
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